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The booklet presents a rationale for a prescriptive
teaching approach and discusses materials appropriate to both the
diagnostic and instructional phases of prescriptive teaching.
Prescriptive education is defined as an approach to curriculum based
upon thorough diagnostic evaluation of a child's specific learning
abilities and disabilities. Described are instruments for assessing
students' perceptual motor abilities, spelling difficulties,
arithmetic difficulties, behavior, speech and language problems, and
reading problems. It is recommended that teachers use descriptive
data to analyze learning tasks (using either a behavioral approach or
analysis of task presentation and response), develop teacher
strategies, and establish terminal criteria. To illustrate how
teachers may employ varied materials to meet educational objectives,
contemporary teaching approaches are reviewed for the following
subject areas: reading (basal readers, language experience, the
kinesthetic approach, and the phonics approach), arithmetic
(programed materials, Montessori materials, and games), spelling (use
of typewriters, an alphabetic-phonetic approach, and a developmental
program for remedial work), language development (psycholinguistic
approach, and expressive approach), perceptual motor development, and
behavior change. The importance of evaluation procedures in
prescriptive teaching is stressed. (GW)
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and

All child compJex; all ,taching, all
need guidance in learnin2 to live happi and lectively;

al i chilrlren need to have their ividual needs met, their ' vidual
proPlems studied and solved. They need individual undo tstandi: of tneir
u:n needs and needs of others so that they may marc eaFily grow into
mentally healthy adults. Prescriptive teach: g then implies a ,;:onLept Pcut

;Achin,!. QE require Flt dbilitv and continuous prohing the teaehei
hut nc,t require any p,:lrtionlar organizational lj tiectil, setting,

form or style of teaching. The goal of prescriptive teaching is t
learning oznorioncos to the unique needs of each child. Using all Lhe
formatien coiner] in tho diagnosis a specif.c tl -achin progrctt +. it ig mtd.

nut diagnosis dons not stop when treatment begins. In t ct, cont ono
treatont and diognosi hocomos the essence of i.resci-ipt. Th
means the tea her modifies hi teaching procedures and plans as new needs
hecome ai,parent. Proscriptive tnaching can ho viowod as an alternating
toech-tost process with the teacher alternating his role Yietween teacher and
tooter. ts:criptive teaching, diagnostic and individualind instru_

new or innovative, but rather is the renewed and continuing aspirationis not

toward a fundamental goal of special education, but prescriptive teaching is
non y for special education but should be used for all children, no e.. attr

what 4fication.

The cffcct venoss of prescriptive education is directly relatrd Lc
diagnosfiic accuracy, thoroughness and significance. In the past, Cling nostic
work ups often ertt ha. ized findings which had little educational relevanco
its a result, tc rs tended to view clinical diagnosis with limited on-
thciasm. Te .tchers complained that psycological report s did not tell them
what to child in the classroom.

The diagnostic information being sought today by the prescriptive teacher
may cone from the neurologist, pediatrician, ophthamelogist, psychiatrist,
psychelogist or other specialist. Increasingly, however, these specialis
will lam asked to indicate the relevance of their findings along with the
implications which those findings have for the child. The educator must
become more sophisticated in his grasp of the terminology of those disciplines
which support his work.

The effectiveness of proscriptive education is also directly related
to the teacher's selection of procedures which "fit" the diagnostic in
formation a-ailable for each individual. No single remedial approach to
learning can be best for all children.

The effectiveness of prescriptive education ultimately depends upon the
empirical validity of the procedures adopted. Too often diagnosis and
recommendations are divorced from treatment. The diagnostician seldom learns
whether his suggested treatment produced the anticipated changes. Changes
in performance are assumed to be related to the educational procedures used
with little recognition given to the influence of maturation, parental
attitudes, mcasuremnt errors and social-emotional factors.



't. -"o,rti;tion
:I-- not it itsef en en,:- It is enit the meAn 0Y ,;',--,*

on attor',ot is mado to ansos the areas of ntrongths and weaktwoises in
Yelonynt and loannino. For too loco A period in education ontlr(ns'

prsbler-n ;Ave boon diagnosod hut not presorihed for. The provision of
r1.-,:a' ucational proscrirtions for children who Are exeorien::inc

tronSde in school must he haf-1 on certain relevant information ffiethois-J:.
This data !-,cot bo syste7iaticallv gathered Ly the teacher and/or other
profossionalA. The teaehor :-Thould assume the responsibility for a !,---,m-

thnsii of the information, and see that proner interpretations arc 17.:dc
which will load to the identification and provision of pertinent in,,tiaction.
Letib formal and. informal testing procedures uhould h conductoc,; clioctnesis
moat b- viewod as a continuil and nacossary act wot of proi%r lnstrur:tics.
Tie teachot should nook Lbe advice of specialists throughout the process.
Tho:;o educator:4 who do not subscribe to the heldef that teachers rust
VC_!10p sM_11 in tducational diagnosi3 and provide rorcdiation accordirgly
arc implicitly sugoostinq that either individual variation does not ei-ist
in cianoen , or that, if variahility is present, it is irrelevant to the
instructional program
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Infer-ratio, !-)iignesi: For 1 a.)d infct:

oi:der to pond lickiv ant_ iv the ranv occasions 1..Thon a
isicn rust he ma students, the teacher rust I.-.VC, specific info r:1
',It the youngsters. This Imowledao provides documentation which allows

to accept or reject various instructional approaches. The teacher faco
, in secorinl this documentation. First, she must what,

on which dimensions. !3econd, the teacher must collect the data
57:1 t f atic:ul.ly by objective and carefully executed observations (Y._ characterist
student behavior. Consequently,
;nforma) evaluative techniques
skill in the infformal assessment of stu

ocher must develop reiertoire off
mil-er of relevant areas. In., developing

ant behavior the teacher will he able

1. Ascertain areas --ngth and wealmess in pupils and in P71I75
ins no ide tify the basis for eduational difficulties.

1. Cain an understanding of the most of tech s for pr
subject tter to youngsters who exhibit various learning- prof lems.

3. onstruct curricula in a logical seouence; and
4. Appreciate the degree to which materials should he resented,

01)(7! or a cc n of pertine t instructional media.

The employment of )propriatc diagnostic data allows the teacher to m.ahe
informed decisions concerning the most suitable' educational practices for Q0-:
youngster. without these data, valuable time will he lost and instructional
efficiency will suffer.

rinrlerstanding formal evaluative procedures will be helpful to the teacher
conducting c ffoctively her own informal assessment tactics.

As teachers become skillful in diagnosing the patterns of strengths and
weaknesses in children, there is some danger in their beginning to view them-
selves as competent school psychologists or clinicians. It is important that
they understand the limits of their ability to diagnose educational difficulties
There are many hazards involved in administering formal clinical instruments and
interpretinn results without the necessary training and clinical experience.
Teachers should always assume a conservative posture in this regard; when
comprehensive, in -death testing and assessment seem warranted, the child should
he referred to a qualified professional. Specialists in the measurement and
evaluation of human behavior are asked to estimate children's behavioral
capabilities and achievement in a variety of dimensions and for a number of
purposes. It is alarmingly clear that the accuracy of these estimates is
critical since these data are used to make significant decisions.

Ferguson (1963) has noted that the primary purpose of cumulative school
records is to serve as a resource for school personnel so that they can devise
an effective educational program for each pupil. Cumulative school records
of children who exhibit problems are frequently chronicles of school difficulti-
Special education teachers usually face these children after they have been
in a general school program and cumulative folders should be sources of important
information, but only a portion of school records are sufficiently current to
be of immediate value. After extracting what relevant information does exist,
additional knowledge of educational functioning will be needed.
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Fm: testing ip ropteceuted by sl,or.dareliped meappres and eNamiceitiens
I'? such cPalified ac Psochelooict ,an/ot Psychiaristsi the

and/er npureloolati the ,n-o.-,o7'ettists epthaimelelistr.
imtortanan of his fisdinoc in proscribing a child's program,

thr rnlr! of Iho T)1=;yc1m]ogit (hotefully ,-. clinical-child psocholc,iistl ner:s
to outlined in mere detail. Eis report should cover general intelligence
and ability, including furctioni TO with sub-test soc' Lccnfl indicated
strengths and w no'': an valuet?:en or appraisal of achievement in the
basic Icornino ability ar::as of gross :motor development, sensery-metor
intcoration, Perceptual-motor skills, language development, conceptual skills
and social skills, co'r.monts regarding the observed discrerancy between ability
and achievement (if any) reeormendations, specific loarnino n ds to be
considered, and otlier comments such as special treatment and Ecilow-up. In
diagnosing educational diFficulties, the teacher should gather data from as
many sources as possible. Ihe oblervations of others within and outside the
school program are valuable in formulating the most -rfeptivp proscriptive
program,

Sore of the areas in which educational ability must be aseorr,ainod and
some formed_ tost. that can be used in this evaluation are os follow:

Diagnosis Used for Percentual-M tor Abilities

Physicians are often asked to ludgo the motor abilities of c!tileirou who
experience chronic difficulties in and out of school. Their examination
usually includes a general physical assessment, a record of the child's
developmental history and a neurological examination, which can be either
cnrsoy or comprehensive according to the clinical signs.

One of the most comnrehensive instruments for ascertaining perceptual-motcr
weaknesses is the Purdue Perceptual-Motor Survey which was developed and
standardized by Roach and Kephart (1966). It was designed for ages 6-0 but
it can be used with younger or older children. The tasks are easy to administer,
can be unod in a group ettiner, and survey a rather complete spectrum of
perceptual-motor dimensions. Other formal instruments that can be selected for
asse3sment of perceptual-motor ability are: (1) nail'Ualking Test;
(2) Lineoln-Oseretsky Tests of Motor Proficiency; (3) Marianne Frostig
Devolonment Test of Visual Perception; (4) Maze Tests; (5) Visual rormsTests; (6) tests that require tracing, coding or coloring. In considering
possible aporoaches to the informal assessment of visual receptive abilities,
many of the activities suggested by Montessori are directly relevant.

Spelling -Difficulties Diagnosis

Standardized methods of studying spelling disabilities are utilized in
certain diagnostic tests. The Gates-Russell Spelling Diagnostic Tests are the
best known. They include a series of nine tests. Performance on each of the
nine tests is evaluated in terms of grade scores and by recording brief
descriptions of pupil reactions and resnonses. The synthesis of the compre-
hensive information compiled by this many-sided testing nrogram leads to the
diagnosis of the nature of the spelling problem and to the identification of
the causes most likely to be at the root of the difficulty. A remedial
program can then be planned and undertaken.

4
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Thor o or: a vari.ot of tOt8 it icju I an
Lt: o r,etropolitn: tic 'alcord; and th Lo rien:oa a f.-ok!, and yhito

achiovenont tests will rrovido a gonerol picture of arean in whicll a child :'ac
ho hrlyina diffTimulte, tncdr riiacnx)stiG value is lim!,itod. riThese survey test:.;

are rv-A dasianod to ovaluato sroci!'ic difficulties in depth thov do not
incloc a formal mnans of a,,;ss,ssinq tho stratooy a d night tiro in s(-1vina
a r)roblem. hininearnrnt is highly important in i6ontifyin the reasons
for arithmetic wi,ahnosses. The diagnostic Arithmetic tests are not as
involved in thir administration as are diaonostic roading tests. ';-(=,m(7, of
those diagnostic ronts which rourairo specialized ability for adminitration are

1. Diaonestim Tests 'ncl Self-Help in Arithmetic (Brueckner) Grados 3-8;
examines addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, operations with
whole numhers, fractions, docimals, percentages and measurements.

2. Tom Anoolos DiaqnoF:tic Tosts: Fundamentals and Reasoning. Grades
2-9.

3. Diagnostic Chart for Fundamental Procossea in Arithmetic. All
elementary grades: examines arithmetic habits, procedures, and typos of
errors made.

4. r.ey nth riagnotic Test. in individually administered test dosinned
to provide assessment of mathematical sYills. Test items are divided into
4 'btests organized into three major areas - Content, Operations, and
Auplications. By identifying the individual's strengths and weaknesses, a
foundation is laid for tailoring an appropriate instructional Program. Although
this test will be used primarily in pre-school through grade six there is no
upper limit for individual clinical and remedial usc.

In contructing informal arithmetic tests, teachers will find an adequate
sample of tasks in workbooks or toxts. Various forms of tests can be deveiceed,
typed on large cards and used over and over again. The student's responses
should be kept for comparison with performance on formal tests. This comparison
will provide a consistent picture of each child's unioue arithmetic strr:ngtLn
and weaknesses. A con:stant check will help to prevent the reinforcement of
incorrect nrocedures. Early detection means easier remediation. Diagnosis,
both formal and informal, then should be a constant activity.

_s lal-Emotional-F'ocial Observations of Behavior

Most of the impressions a teacher uses in assessing a chilo s psychological
health come from direct observation of his behavior during the school clay.
[hen observations ln important learning, social, and interpersonal situations
are carefully made and accurately recorded, they can be valuable in constructing
a picture of the child's level and mode of functioning. The validity cf the
ratings and interpretations derived from these formal instruments depends upon
the competence of the person using them. In most instances, they should not be
used independently by a teacher until or unless he has given and interpreted
them under the supervision of a psycholOgist qualified in their use. Nhereas
formal observation of child behavior requires precise designation of time and
setting; informal observation can occur at any time and place during the
school day. It is important to note the conditions under which behavioral
incidents occur. It is then possible to interpret much of the variation in the

5
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poor language dowel
are riceenni and ial 5-4teps can be taken, some information ahout
the le vol of language func iouing is needed. There are many ways to ,fit pvaise
lanquade, but the most > r ,gumitiv discussed formal test is erobably the
Illjnois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (McCarthy and Kirk, 191) . This
tost attemnts to evaluate receptive, associativo, and expressive abilitis=
It is a rather corm=hicated test to give, so it should be administered by a
skillful psycholooical examiner rather toan a classroom teacher. This tc
is made up of 12 subtests to delineate snecifie languaon abilitio and
disahilit!es in childron. another froquently used test is the Ke
Picture Vocabulary Test which is Cosigned to measure comprehension for the
5hsen wc.LC1 and ti c- ability to associate verbal_ symboin wirh pictorial
representations of objects, events, and actions. It nrovides a general
measure of reeontive language and is sometimes used as a predictor of
school sucross. Extensive sty ecial.ized prepazat.ion is not needed to administer
the Lest
minutes.

Total time for administration and scoring is ',proximately 20

till another well known .est is the SlinoeriandScreening 'Tests. These
tests arc designed to screen those children who show indications of specific
language difficulties in reading, writing, smelling, and speaking. They may

adminis tered on a group or individual basis. Three sets of tests
a7vropriate for cliff _ grade levels are available. The test is untirned
and may be administered in two parts.

The Goldman-FlistoeTWoodo_
instrument for measuring speech

Test of Auditory Discrimination is
d discrimination on an individual

n

Although designed for the normal-hearing child, this test could he
adapted for most handicaps according to the examiner's d;scretion. It is
easy to administer and requires a minimum of special equipment.

Diaanosis of T?_ _ n-r Problem

IRI - The InTnformal .Reading ventory really a composite of many
techniques which deal with reading capacit achievement, and error analysis.
It has 1-,ecn c:ecineel as a "teacher-made diagnostic reading test" based on a
series of graded books, usually a series of basal readers. It can be used
to select appropriate reading material for use with an individual child or
homogeneous grolve The teacher records the errors of the child at each

level. Following each reading selection, Questions are asked to test
comprehension. The IRI can furnish valuable data not always available
from standardiz ed in

Therc is a consensus among reading authorities that adequate vocabulary
development is crucial for good reading comprehension. For this reason, most
standardized tests include a separate vocabulary sub-test; for example the
oral vocabulary of the Gates-McKillop Reading Diagnostic Tcsts



,F.c" ,3,0Itrei thor a chi id in narly ar ,g

reLaelsio vnd hrosengoe corretly anti wheCnen cnn .issoeiae n
beaningful concept with tem is tnit. -Yhice may he

teacher anaier..es a basal reabr iv blattjue drow;1 its
vooaI-,ulary ;epara!-,o tests oT nouns, verbs, it lungpositions, and
clgovIns pictures corresponeing in me:.rine to the ncub, 00 wherever
possinlo to the verbs an6 prepositions. r.:ho child is called us to
rea on eh word aloud and thee select thv matcThing picture. if the
chidbl is unable to read the word orally, the toaeher tolls him on asks
hba to select the picture which corresponds with the word. This techninue
in eqellent for ascertaining sight words, and the child.'s understandinq
oI concepts.

A variety or stan1ardi2ed tests are commercially available for evaluation
of both oral and silent reading ncThievoment. Pcurettahly, many foral tests
suffer from at least three limitations for which cemeensatlon must
by reliance on other techniques. These tests (1) Co not correct for ggessing
(2) Co not nasilv noaure the small increments of progress for which tne
teacher is constantly looting; and (3) they can be used only for tontative
grouping of children for instruction.

All too 0c- are samples of current performance; they dess'ribe Prc-sent
Proficiency on the variables included in the test. vducaters must abandon
the unfounded notion that children are horn with immutable notentials to
achieve. such predaterministic conceptions of fixed cabacity munt give
way to positions that stress the functional relationships between competency
and environmental changes. After all, that is what education is, or should
be, all about; arranging instructional circumstances in order to bring
aheu'; Cdrect chances in pupil achievement.

7
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After the criptive information has ben g- 1 nc t step is
to utilize this data in planning prescriptive ljrogran. In using diagnostic
information for pros;:ribing the dof!ired educational program, the teacher should
especially look at the "peal's and "valley s" on test profiles. Thez=ing
instruction should he related to broad educational objectives a;
careful planninq, the work on specific deficits can be coordinated into this
curriculum.

Diagnostic information a} out s1 udents, even when it is relevant, is
valuable only if it is used. Once the comprehensive descriptions have boon
accumulated, the prescriptive teacher has a basis for specifying tasks to be
learned by the students. Teachers are better able to sequence instruction when
the collected information is used for:

1. aaalyzing learning tasks
developing teacher strategies

3. establishing terminal criteria

Mit regard to analyzing specific learning tasks, there
rcovjnized approa,thes in prescriptive teaching.

a. The Beh&vioral Approach

This approach places relatively little emphasis on discovering
abilities oc disabilities within a child, while it places major
emphasis on the specific educational tasks to be taught. The im-
portant questions behind curriculum planning with this approach incluc1e:

1. What specific educational tasks are important for the child
to learn?

2. What are the sequential steps in learning the task?
What specific behaviors does the child need to perform
this task?

In other words, the educational objective is operationally
determined and the specific desired behaviors of the child are
diagnosed for each step.

Analysis Task Presentation and Response

This approach analyzes two aspects of the task the child is
expected to accomplish: the manner of presentation, and the mode of
response. These two aspects are then considered in relation-to the
child's success or failure in performing the task. The task can be
analyzed in a number of ways:

1. What perceptual channels are required in order to receive
the presentation and perform the task?
Is a single sensory perception needed or is a cross-modal
shifting from one sensory system to another required?



Is the mil. pri _ ri J.y verbal-er -verhal in nat.ure?
Does re-uire sccial or -sccial ludao-onts?

5. t.rhat an els of invelverrent (rcoption, memoY,
symbolisation, conceptualization) are involved?

If a child fails a task, then the teacher analyzes _her failure
is dut_ to thi: mar ner of oregentation-Or the mode of respcno, and
the teacher probes for the factor that accounts for the failure.

Thy use of both of these approaches to task analysis in
oxemining teaching materials and test mater often reveals
that the name of the exercise has little to do with the 1 ___11s

reyiired to understand and perform the task. Presc -ivc
requires the ability to understand the task and its elements, and
to compaLe these to th abilities of 'the child.

Whorl %Ale le_arnirlg tasks have been defined, teaching strategies
be do termined. in devloping these strategies, a prescriptive
program plan devises exactly what the students will be taught,
and how they will be taught, in order to achieve the predetermined
learning tasks. This involves:

selecting instructional materials which contain that confer
needed to meet the learning tasks

choosing the teaching approach which utilizes the students'
strongest sensory modalities

After the_ learning tasks and the t-acher strategics are (lett_ mined,
the prescriptive teacher must then establish the terminal criteria.
This criteria becomes .the basis for deciding:

-1. if instructional gains are being made
2. when to set new tasks
3. when to change teaching approaches

Criteria evaluation of.instruction should be establiestablished
the learning task is set. Mager has noted that, If we can specify
at least the minimum acceptable performance for each objective, we
will have a performance standard against which to test our instruc-
tional procAram--determining whether our programs are successful

achieving our instructional intent ( .44) .



Treatment= The Instructional Procram

aking these objectives nere cone rote and converting them into action
more difficult than merely statir.g the above me ntione goals. In designing

the treatment or instructional program, the prescriptive teacher must continnally
search for varied materials which enable the educational objectives to be net.
The teacher must understand the child's strengths and weaknesses as indicated
on the diagnostic evaluation and design the educational treatment with them in
mind. Prescriptive teaching must never rely on the merits of a single type cr:
material or a single instructional approach, and should adapt many of the known
methods and create new ideas as they evolve from the children's interest and
enthusiasms in planning the instructional program.

A review of contemporary teaching approaches in different 'abject areas, will.
clarify the argument that no single instructional program is adequate for
prescriptive teaching.

A. Treatment: Reading Instruction

Ton identifiable readin t approaches and examples of corresponding
materials on the market contrast the differences in instructional rationale
for this subject.

1. Basal Reader They are excellent for teaching many reading
skills and are the backbone of American reading instruction.
However, the prescriptive teacher will be concerned about the
conceptual as well as the perceptual characteristics of the
series. For example, the basic vocabulary load will require
varying degrees of visual memory abilities as phonics skills will
require auditory integration ability. The teacher should also be
be aware of the differences between basal series, and should
select programs with students' needs in mind. Example: Scott-
Forosman, Ot.nen Highways series,

2. Langua e FOT.LEence: This approach has distinct advantages for
the child with reading difficulties because of its high degree of
relevance and interest. It might be inappropriate for children
having problems in analyzing or seeing components, due to emphasis
on sight vocabulary. It would be more effective with conceptually
disabled children than perceptually disabled ones. Therefore, the
'prescriptive teacher would not endorse this treatment with all
reading .disability cases.

Kinesthetic Approach: This method of tracing, copying and writing
words from memory, adds a significant dimension to the teaching
of reading. The VATK (visual auditory, tactile, kinesthetic)
which is attributed to Grace Fernald, is an important supplement
for all children with a pronounced difficulty in reading.
Example: Open Court

10



4. Phonics Apero P;_lativelY rigid in structure: a true
phonics ai rc,ar1i F resents the n,nglish sounds systematically.
Since it is p esented in a erimarily auditory fashion,' and
also regui res isolating and synthesizing sounds , it might be
inappropriate for the student with problems in the auditory
channels or who has difficulty with Gestalt concepts. Example:
Sullivan Programned Readers.

Linguistic AR oach: According to linguistic study, reeding is
merely substituting visual signs for the auditory signals
associated with language skills. Therefore, this approach
suggests that children who have already aquired language, must
simply practice using visual signs where they have automatically
been using auditory signs. This highly structured, highly
sequential program emphasizes sound patterns and is a basically
auditory method. Example: Merrill Linguistic Readers.

G. InitialTeachinglLftaL This approach is gaining wide a-1
prove' as an aid to early reading instruction because it
introduces only one symbol for each sound in the English language.
The elimination of exceptions, "spelling demons", elaborate rules
and confusing alternate letter forms, makes the ITA an unusually
helpful addition to the prescriptive reading pr- ?gr=am. However,
the child with audiory closure problems, auditory integration or
auditory motor deficiencies, will find it just as troublesome 's
traditional orthography despite its sound-symbol honesty. Example:
Gir James Pittman, ITA.

7 Words in Color: Presenting words in color has potential for
completely changing the nature of the initial discrimination
required for word recognition and for fluent reading because
combinations are relatively unimportant. There are real problems
of word recognition and comprehension that are not resolved by
this approach, and semieedme student has a color recognition
threshold beyond which new colors may confuse him. The prescripLe.

teacher must also realize that using color does not eliminate the
problem of sequential skills introduction or visual and auditory
integration. Example: "Words in Color ". Dr. C. Gattegno, Zerox.

8. Dc 1 us - Picture Symbols: Non-readers respond remarkably well to
this system because pitures rather than sounds are assigned to
each word. An important' value of this rebus method is that
written communication is possible upon first exposure to the
symbols, and no elaborate readiness seems necessary. Present
research indicates that the advantages of experiencing success
with rebus may out weigh the disadvantages of an approach which
introduces a new symbol system. Example: Rebus Reading Program,
A. G. S.



9. c ive Ehvironmont: Comuuterized typewriters are used in

this, reading approach which incorporates operant conditioning
or behavior shaoing tochnioues. The learner in this system,
"plays" with the talking electric typewriter, and when the
keys are struck which make syllables or words, the computer
may be programed to say the word. The prescriptive educator
may incorporate mchanical devices and reward strategies in
many reading disability cases, tut knowing what to reinforce,
and how to reinforce are crucial. Example: "Edison Responsive

Environment," E.R.E. Corporation.

10. Nierological X:proach: This highly controversial method
emphasizes a program of sleep patterns, handedness, eye dominance
and control, and crawling and walking patterns as they relate
to the whole body system of the child. Doman and Delacato, the

the founders of this approach, believe that when neurological
organization is complete, through all levels to total uni-
laterality, problems of retarded readers banish; and futhermore,
reading methods are secondary. The Catholic Archdiocese of
Chicago has shown outstanding results with utilization of this
approach for the corrective reading program. Example: Carl

Delacato, The Treatment and Prevention of Rearing Problems.

several .types of arithmetic methods and materials may be incorporated
into the prescriptive teaching approach.

Treatment: Arithmetic Instruction

Concreteness is necessary and color, tactile, visual and auditory
techniques are helpful in teaching arithmetic. Motor involvement,

kinesthetic reinforcement, and use of varied sensory modalities
are utilized in this approach. Example= Stern's Structural

Arithmetic; Cuisennaire Rods.

Self - Discovery along with expressive and receptive language is
perhaps the most fundamental educational therapy in learning basic
arithmetic. Encouraging the child to "talk" in arithmetic terms

and reinforcemnt of appropriate discovery behavior through
auditory cues are emphasized in this method. Example: Vontes"cri

11ethod and Materials.

3. Programmcmaterials are designed to follow a sequential develop-
mental program of arithmetic. This approach is useful in terms of
general review, but does not allow for teaching specific learning
tasks as required by a prese iptiv educational program. Example:

Fitzhugh - Plus' Program.

4. Basic skills workbooks are useful in teaching the foundations of
arithmetic skills. These provide a broad appronch to the subject
area, and insure confrontation with tasks and skills relative to
grade level achievement. Example; Harr Wagner Arithmetic Series.



Games can an acided ive to learning mat kills

through the avenue of fun. The prescriptive teacher must
be selective Ly choosiw from the many arithmetic games
on the market, those which can effectively supplemnt the
program. Example: Judy; Ideal; and Hilton Bradley Cm:;.

nimeographod materials in packaged programs are available for
arithmetic. The dittos are often cluttered, but the pre-
scriptive teacher may effectively use parts of pages to suppleme
most basic skills instruction. Example: Continental Press

7. Books geared to early mathematics are introduced each year.
Veiny are found in school libraries and provide an excellent way
of learning primary skills through reading and listening activiti
Example: Little Owl Series: Poomsfor Counting; Five ~s Five;

Three Little Daschunds; What is Big?; One, Two, Three, Four.

Songs may be used as a directive with many activitie!3, and may
easily be incorporated into the prescriptive arithmetic program.
If this represents a channel for learning, singing can be a
delightfully effective way to aquire new learnings. Example:

Bowmar Records

Treatment: Spelling Inst

There are two common methods of teaching spelling:

1. The generic or deductive approach which is based on the
premise that a student who understands basic rules of
spelling (lily7uistic zrincipls) will be able to generali
them into new words.

The specific or deductive approach which proceeds from
the analysis of specific errors, to the identification of
patterns of strengths and weaknesses in spelling.

Traditional spelling books or basal spellers encompass the
first technique. However, the teacher should emphasize the specific
approach in designing a prescriptive snelling program. The generic
method, therefore is only effective when used in combination with
the specific approach.

Three programs which follow the principles of the specific or
inductive approach to teaching are especially helpful to the prescrip
spelling program.

The (Cronin) Letter Box is based on an alphabetic - phonetic
approach to the teaching of spelling.- Emphasis on proper sequence
and clear auditory - visual perception is inherent in this program.
Use of letter cards which the student manipulates, provides a
kinesthetic reinforcement of letter image. Example: Cronin Letter
Box, Academic Therapy.
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M.

remedial tool
two hyPotheses

caching tt.pclling and roacling

lerline this Lrethod

1. child with a oroM.,:!r 1--
well.

2. A child ,y develor a be
letters in words through visual motor and perceptual
motor reinforcement. Fxamnle; laett:. Davis, TvPinl Keyv

reasonably

enass of the set-nien-o of

for the Pemediatiot of Smelling andneeding, Icadevlic
Therapy.

3. The Cato -'nussellDiagno tic andRemedia
contains a Oevelopmental program for remedial work in oiling.
Correction of specific spelling disabilities as indicated on the
accompanying test are outlined in this program. One disadvantage
of this very helpful program is its strict ermhasis on sequence
which requires all students to begin at the beginning.

reatment!, Language Develwx

Prescriptive teaching recognizes that the language ce ve loo ent
program must. include the receptive, inner, and expressive components
to enable the child to link language with thinking. Two approaches
which effectively accomplish the goal by use of different methods are
recommended for use by the prescriptive teacher.

Psychelinguistic approach; Linguistic difficulties a identified
by the ITPA require specifically designed activities which im 3rove

the communication process. Two books of particular interest
provide excellent guidos for the language section of the_
educational prescrintion. Both incorporate remediation techniqu= s
for the improvement of psyoholinguistid skills according to
loth problem groups and interest areas in language.

a. Wilma Jo Bush and Marion T. Giles Aids to Psycholinguis ic
Teach -g P'u:lishinn Co Columbus, Ohio, 196.

Merle Kaines, HejAng Young Child-en Develc*:, Lrouage
Skills; A Book of Activities; CEC, Wahington, D.C.., 196B.

-ress veEEpach. Fluent verbal expression and communication
develop as a result of experience and verbal stimulation. Thi
method, therefore, provides the setting in which the child may
express himself and is rewarded and encouraged to engage in
extended forms of verbal communication. Several language develop-
ment programs having this rationale woild be suitable for the
language prescription.

Peabody Language Development Kit

Distac Language Program

c. "An Experience - Centered Language Program". Franklin
Publications



Trea T tual otor .:e,velc)1_1ent

Since aguist n of _sor.' rotor skills is 1iisite to all
learning, the child with deficlts in these areas requires a prescribcC;
perco?tual - motor devlopment program. This program should include'
two distinct but interrelated facets.

Gross PercPptua motor 'evelopmentt Rtt7ee iati.cn in perceptual-

motor areas as identified on the "Perdue Perceptual notor Survev"
are outlined in the Slow Learner Series, editeCi. by Newell epart.
Of particular interest to the prescriptive teacher in developing
a perceptual motor program are:

a. The Si Learner in the Classroom;
Training

or the Slow Learner
notoric Aids to Perc,.:.

Co.)
.chievu i tent rill Puhli-hinq

Two other progr_ s which follow a similar format and offer excellent
remediatien techniques for perceptual motor training are the Perceptual
rotor Skills section

d. The Pemedia 'o- of Learnin^ Disabilities (Fearer Publish rs
e. Aiti to i Y .olinguistic Teaching, (Merrill Publfshers).

2. Fin Perceptual '=`otor 1 evelopment: The child with either
auditory or visual Perception problems can be greatly aided by
follo,ling comprehensively designed programs for remediating th..1se
perceptual - motor disabilities.

Reading and al Reading (Humanities Press) by A. E.
Tan- le provides activities for learning to listen and
attend as well as eye-hand coordination.
The Frostig Program for the Development of Visual
consists of a complete set of materials designee ter develop
and inprove a child's visual perception and is based on the
five areas of the Frostig Test.-

Other programs which correspond to
for these perceptual - motor areas inclu

disabilities

c The Develo - mental Program in Visual Perception (Foil
Publishing Co.

d. ERIE Program - Perceptual
(Teaching Resources)

e. Fairbanks_7_F;bbinson Program in Percektual Mot
(Teaching Resources)

f. Visual - Perceptual Skills, Filmstrips, (Educational Record
Sales
Visual - Moto skills', (Contenental Press)
Siahts and sot n..s, Records, (Bomar Records)

Motor. Teaching Materials

vele merit

15



F. T:eatfreut: 7hanaq

The nrirary task of t'.7e nreserieti_ve tea&nr 1f SO r,lvelort in,
a fiense of romPetucy. 'h hi1 rut have:

1. A s(,ese of trust about himself and others.
2. A sense of well-h6inq in the learning situation.

snse or comuricatino effer:tively with otherq.
sense of c,,rtainty that given le,havior will produce a

given response. Not until the child acquires this sense
of competency he be receptive to any treatment or
instructional program.

The mo,lei for hehavior change which may ho used in a proscriptive
Program- is:

LTeacheracceptance of thechi10.1

I Child relatinshi-15-1

J L11lTjje,ed in e1t-FbtePrni

Successes: Academic. and Social

(T.Tachenheim p. 09)

This sottina, reinforced 1w nositive behavior-modification
techniques provides a conducive learning environment for the prescriptive
program.

16-



V. Tvaluatino' Instruct!en

In iordntinc a orescri-tive teachinn procram, the final an most
important sti is evaluation. rvaluation should '.re a continous process

ch mroviees the teacher with intor;`'1rati©n concerning the effects of
instruction. This information is then useri for 'eeerrin1-c ich seqr:onts
of the materials an need to he retaur;tht, and if students have aeuired:rp 1l' for :lore f'ifficult learnine tas1-7n. 7!Iree features of
evaluatino instruction should e includee in a prescriptive program.

The Fse of "eneatee reasurement

This indicates hoth the effectiveness of a narticular program
and the specific learnines which have occuree.

Ti -easurina wins Under flifferent Fvaluative Coneitions

This int4icates whether or not there has been a transfer of learnine
in the student.

r. ping n?asuroments Over Time

his lone-term evaluation indicates whether what was learned at
an earlier time was actually maintained. effectively.

17



arc con 1

In sum ary, Prescriptive education is an ap reach to curriculum based
upon thorough diagnostic evaluation of a child's suecific learning abilities
and disabilities. The guestion of that a child can do is just as important
as what he Panne dn. Also nrserintive tao1-i4ng is based upon a thorough
understanding of the differences in oroceedures and materials used to teach
basic aid alter behaviors.

The effectiveness of the prescriptive teaching approach rests upon:
orout71.! diagnosis, 2) sour selection of teaching oroceedures, and
ostic measurement of success.

Frierson (19F7) states nat the proscriptive educator "must con-
tinually vie,q education as applW science rather than a wholly intuitive
art. Yet (prescriptive) education %All he strongest if the children hying
serveri are considered first te be cbi7dren having distinctly human needs,
and not merely k'ro,:on-down learning rchines whose needs can be met )7v following
a service manual." (o.460)
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